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ABSTRACT
Motivated by recent discoveries of low-density super-Earths with short orbital periods, we
have investigated in-situ accretion of H-He atmospheres on rocky bodies embedded in dissipating
warm disks, by simulating quasi-static evolution of atmospheres that connect to the ambient disk.
We have found that the atmospheric evolution has two distinctly different outcomes, depending
on the rocky body’s mass: While the atmospheres on massive rocky bodies undergo runaway disk-
gas accretion, those on light rocky bodies undergo significant erosion during disk dispersal. In
the atmospheric erosion, the heat content of the rocky body that was previously neglected plays
an important role. We have also realized that the atmospheric mass is rather sensitive to disk
temperature in the mass range of interest in this study. Our theory is applied to recently-detected
super-Earths orbiting Kepler-11 to examine the possibility that the planets are rock-dominated
ones with relatively thick H-He atmospheres. The application suggests that the in-situ formation
of the relatively thick H-He atmospheres inferred by structure modeling is possible only under
restricted conditions; namely, relatively slow disk dissipation and/or cool environments. This
study demonstrates that low-density super-Earths provide important clues to understanding of
planetary accretion and disk evolution.
Subject headings: planets and satellites: formation
1. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of low-mass exoplanets
with masses of less than about 20 M⊕, which
are often called super-Earths (SEs)1, have been
detected recently, thanks to progresses in radial-
velocimetry and transit photometry including
operation of two space telescopes, Kepler and
CoRoT. The size measurement allows us to access
1 While exoplanets with masses of 10-20 M⊕ are sometimes
called exo-Neptunes instead of super-Earths, we simply call
them super-Earths in this paper.
the planetary interiors theoretically and thereby
estimate the planetary bulk compositions. It has
been revealed that there are many low-density SEs
that are larger in size than rocky (i.e., iron-silicate)
objects of the same masses. As for SEs, the vari-
ety of possible ingredients obscures the composi-
tion estimation; namely, causing degeneracy in
composition (Valencia et al. 2007; Seager et al.
2007; Adams et al. 2008; Grasset et al. 2009;
Rogers & Seager 2010). In particular, low-density
SEs are subject to the degeneracy. Sometimes, the
degeneracy has a crucial impact on understanding
1
the origin of planets and planetary systems.
A typical example is degeneracy originating
from the uncertainty of the presence and mass
of H-He atmospheres. The mass-radius relation-
ship for a planet alone is insufficient to distin-
guish whether the planet is a rock-dominated or
water-dominated one, because the H-He atmo-
sphere makes up the difference in size between
rocky and water bodies of the same mass. Since
transiting SEs in general are orbiting close to their
host stars (namely, well inside the snow line),
whether they are rocky or water planets would af-
fect considerably understanding of the accretion
and migration history of the planets. An example
of that is recently-detected SEs orbiting a Sun-like
star named Kepler-11.
The Kepler-11 system is a multiple-planet sys-
tem that contains at least five low-density SEs
(Lissauer et al. 2011). Of them, the densities of
Kepler-11d and 11e are as low as 0.9+0.5
−0.3 g cm
−3
and 0.5+0.2
−0.2 g cm
−3, respectively, which are lower
than those of pure-water planets. This suggests
the presence of H-He atmospheres on the planets.
Indeed, the structure modeling by Lissauer et al.
(2011) suggests a possibility that those two SEs
are rock-dominated planets with thick H-He atmo-
spheres that account for 10-20 % of the planetary
masses. If so, they are a new type of planet that
we have never seen in the current solar system.
The H-He atmospheres, if primordial, came
from the protoplanetary disk where the planets
formed. In the framework of the core accretion
model (Hayashi et al. 1985), solid planetary em-
bryos first form, and then collect the ambient disk
gas gravitationally to form H-He atmospheres. If
this proceeds well before disk dispersal, the disk-
gas accretion enters a runaway state at some crit-
ical point, which results in forming envelopes of
gas giants (Mizuno 1980; Bodenheimer & Pollack
1986) which are much more massive than the pre-
dicted atmospheres of the Kepler-11 planets. The
critical point is when the atmospheric mass is
approximately 1/4-1/3 of the protoplanet’s total
mass (Stevenson 1982; Wuchterl 1993)—the frac-
tion being similar to those of the atmospheres of
interest. This means that the inferred masses of
the H-He atmospheres of the Kepler-11 planets are
close to critical, which motivates us to investigate
the possible amounts of H-He gas that proto-SEs
with short orbital periods gain from protoplane-
tary disks.
In this study, we explore the possibility of the
in-situ accretion of H-He atmospheres. As for the
origin of H-He atmospheres of short-period SEs,
possibilities of Neptune-like planets (i.e., water-
dominated SEs) that form far out and migrate
close to host stars (Rogers et al. 2011) and rem-
nants of gas giants whose envelopes were stripped
(Nayakshin 2011) were previously discussed. The
in-situ accretion of H-He atmospheres on rocky
SEs from disks has not been explored by direct
simulation of disk gas accretion in the mass and
orbital period regimes of transiting SEs. The in-
situ accumulation of H-He atmospheres would be
reasonable in the modern picture of planet for-
mation. Short-period SEs are likely to have mi-
grated to their current locations. The promising
mechanism to move them inward is the type-I mi-
gration which occurs via planet-disk tidal inter-
action (Ward 1986). The protoplanets formed in
this way are packed closely together due to reso-
nance capture, according to recent N -body simu-
lations (Terquem & Papaloizou 2007). After the
migration, the disk dissipates. In many cases,
the decline of disk gas density triggers dynami-
cal instability of a multiple-protoplanet system,
resulting in orbital crossing and collisions of the
protoplanets (e.g., Ogihara & Ida 2009). Subse-
quently, the protoplanets collect the surrounding
disk gas to form atmospheres in the dissipating
disk. Thus, the competition between the atmo-
spheric accumulation and the disk dissipation may
yield intermediate-mass atmospheres like the pre-
dicted atmospheres for the Kepler-11 planets.
This paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2, we describe our theoretical model of the
atmospheric accumulation with emphasis on ef-
fects that we newly incorporate in this study.
Then, we show numerical results of the atmo-
spheric growth and the sensitivities of the final
atmospheric masses to parameters involved in the
model. In section 3, the masses of the accreted
atmospheres that we calculate are compared with
those of the atmospheres of Kepler-11 planets in-
ferred by internal-structure modeling. Based on
the comparison, we discuss the possibility of the
in-situ accretion of the atmospheres. Other pos-
sibilities are also discussed. Finally, we conclude
this paper in section 4.
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2. ACCUMULATION OF ATMOSPHERE
2.1. Model
We simulate the radially 1D structure and
quasi-static evolution of the atmosphere of a pro-
toplanet embedded in a protoplanetary disk. The
atmosphere’s contraction (or expansion) results in
its mass gain (or loss). The detail of the model
is described in Ikoma & Genda (2006). The nu-
merical integration is done with the code that we
developed and used in Hori & Ikoma (2010, 2011).
Below is a brief summary of the model.
The planet consists of a compressive atmo-
sphere with solar elementary abundance on top
of an incompressive ”rocky” body with density
of 3.9 g/cm3. Choice of value of the rocky den-
sity and incorporation of rocky small compress-
ibility have tiny impacts on the structure and
mass of the atmosphere. We integrate a usual
set of four equations describing the spherically-
symmetric, quasi-hydrostatic structure of a self-
gravitating atmosphere, which includes the equa-
tions of hydrostatic equilibrium, mass conserva-
tion, radiative/convective energy transfer, and en-
ergy conservation (i.e., time change in entropy).
The equation of state for the atmospheric gas that
we use in this study is from Saumon et al. (1995).
The atmosphere is assumed to be equilibrated
with the disk at the smaller of the Bondi and Hill
spheres (see Ikoma & Genda 2006); namely, the
atmospheric density and temperature are equal to
those of the ambient disk gas there. On the other
hand, the bottom of the atmosphere corresponds
to the interface between the atmosphere and the
rocky body. The atmosphere is heated by the un-
derlying rocky body at the bottom. In this study,
the energy flux from the rocky body is given at the
atmospheric bottom as an inner boundary condi-
tion, as described below.
In this paper, we consider grain-free atmo-
spheres, unless otherwise noted, to investigate
upper limits to the masses of the H-He atmo-
spheres that the SEs gain via the in-situ accretion.
Thus, we assume that the atmospheric opacity in-
cludes only the gas opacity, which is taken from
Freedman et al. (2008) in this study. We suppose
that the protoplanet formed via giant impacts in
a dissipating disk. Each simulation of the atmo-
spheric growth starts with an arbitrarily hot state
(i.e., a given high luminosity). The initial choices
of the luminosity do not affect our results because
the initial cooling of the atmosphere occurs fast
relative to the disk dissipation. No continuous en-
ergy supply by planetesimal bombardment is as-
sumed. This assumption also leads to finding up-
per limits of the atmospheric mass.
In this study, we include two effects newly: We
assume that disk dissipation occurs concurrently
with the atmospheric growth. Furthermore, we
incorporate the effect of the heat capacity of the
rocky body. While both effects were not included
in previous studies, they have crucial impacts on
atmospheric growth in the situations considered in
this study, as shown below.
The disk gas density, ρd(a, t), is assumed to de-
crease in an exponential fashion, namely,
ρd(a, t) = ρ
0
d(a) exp (−t/τd), (1)
where a is the semi-major axis, t is time, and τd
is the dissipation time that is regarded as a pa-
rameter; the initial disk density, ρ0d(a), is taken
from Hayashi (1981) in this study. According to
modern theories of disk evolution (Calvet et al.
2000, for a review), the overall dissipation first
occurs via viscous diffusion in ∼ 107 yr. Once the
gas density becomes so low in the inner disk that
the stellar UV penetrates through the disk, photo-
evaporation occurs around the gravitational radius
of several AU. From that time on, the inner disk
is separated from the outer disk and evolves via
viscous diffusion separately. Since this is equiva-
lent to the fact that the disk size decreases by a
factor of 10, the diffusion timescale (being propor-
tional to the square of disk size) for the inner disk
decreases by a factor of 100 to become ∼ 105 yr.
Based on a simple analytical argument, namely,
solving the 1D viscous-diffusion equation for sur-
face gas density, Σd,
∂Σd
∂t
=
1
a
∂
∂a
[
3a1/2
∂
∂a
(
Σdνa
1/2
)]
(2)
with Σd = 0 at the inner and outer edges, one
finds that the inner disk dissipates in such a way
that ρd ∝ exp(−π
2t/105yr), which corresponds to
τd ∼ 10
4yr. This is consistent with results from re-
cent numerical simulations of disk evolution (e.g.,
Gorti et al. 2009).
Decrease in disk density results in cooling of
the atmosphere (Ikoma & Genda 2006). The
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rocky body below the atmosphere also cools
down. Detailed treatment of the rocky body’s
thermal evolution is beyond the scope of this pa-
per. Instead, we evaluate its contribution by in-
putting the luminosity from the rocky body in
the form of Lrock = −CrockMrockdTb/dt + Lradio
as an inner boundary condition for the atmo-
spheric structure, where Crock is the specific heat
of silicate (= 1.2 × 107 ergK−1g−1), Mrock the
mass of the rocky body, Tb the temperature at
the atmospheric bottom, and Lradio the luminos-
ity due to the radioactive decay of chondrites,
2 × 1020(Mrock/M⊕) erg s
−1 (see Guillot et al.
1995). In the present case, since the decline of
Tb is caused by that of ρd,
dTb
dt
=
d ln ρd
dt
dTb
d ln ρd
= −
1
τd
dTb
d ln ρd
. (3)
Furthermore, from the analytical solution of
the radiative atmosphere (Ikoma & Genda 2006),
Tb is related to the disk temperature, Td, as
dTb/d ln ρd = Td/4. Hence, we calculate Lrock
as
Lrock =
MrockCrockTd
4τd
+ Lradio. (4)
2.2. Atmospheric growth
Examples of atmospheric growth are shown in
Figure 1. In the simulations, Mrock is assumed
to be 4 M⊕. The blue line shows the atmo-
spheric growth when the disk gas density is con-
stant through the simulation. In this case, after
gradual growth, runaway gas accretion starts at
t ∼ 3 Myr, resulting in forming an atmosphere
that is much more massive than the atmospheres
of interest in this study.
The green and red lines show the atmospheric
mass evolution with concurrent disk dissipation
with τd = 1 × 10
5 years; the former and latter
represent the cases with Crock = 0 (i.e., no contri-
bution of the rocky body’s cooling to heating the
atmosphere) and Crock = 1.2 × 10
7 ergK−1g−1,
respectively. As shown by the two lines, the at-
mospheric growth levels off at some point in these
cases, because the disk is assumed to disperse be-
fore the runaway gas accretion would happen if
it were not for disk dispersal. After the leveling-
off, the atmosphere is found to be eroded. The
simulations were stopped when the disk gas den-
sity became low enough that the mean-free path
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Fig. 1.— Evolution of the atmosphere on the 4M⊕ rocky
body for disk temperature Td = 550 K. In the blue-line case,
the disk density, ρd, is assumed to be constant through the
simulation. In the green-line and red-line cases, the disk
is assumed to dissipate as ρd ∝ exp
(
−t/105yr
)
, which is
shown by a thin gray line. Also, the rocky heat capacity,
Crock, is 1.2 × 10
7 ergK−1 g−1 in the red-line case, while
Crock = 0 in the green-line case. Note that the radioactive
luminosity is also included, but has a negligible impact on
the atmospheric evolution.
of the ambient gas molecules was longer than the
planetary radius;
ρd =
kTd
GMrockσ
= 1.4× 10−19
(
Mrock
1M⊕
)−1 (
Td
100 K
)
g/cm
3
(5)
= 10−10ρ0d(a)
(
Mrock
1M⊕
)−1 (
Td
100K
)( a
1AU
)11/4
,
where k is the Boltzmann constant, G the gravita-
tional constant, and σ the collisional cross-section
of the molecule (= 2.5× 10−16 cm2).
The atmospheric erosion during disk dissipa-
tion has been newly found in this study. The
erosion is due to atmospheric expansion. The
expansion occurs, because disk depressurization
enhances the outward pressure gradient near the
outer boundary, which pushes the atmosphere out-
wards. Then, the atmospheric gas seeps out from
the protoplanet’s gravitational sphere, which con-
tinues until the atmosphere is equilibrated with
the ambient, depressurized disk. The decrease in
atmospheric mass due to this effect (the green line)
is, however, small, relative to the decrease due to
heatup by the cooling rocky body (the red line).
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Fig. 2.— The final atmospheric mass as a function of the
rocky body’s mass. The red solid line represents a fiducial
model where the disk temperature, Td, is 550 K, the disk
dissipation time, τd, is 100 kyr, and the initial disk density,
ρ0
d
, is equal to that of the minimum-mass solar nebula,
ρMSN (Hayashi 1981); the values of the three parameters
are used below unless otherwise specified. The red dashed
and dotted lines are for τd = 10 kyr and 1 Myr, respec-
tively. The green and blue lines are for Td = 940 K and
200 K, respectively. In the yellow-line case, ρ0
d
is 10 times
as large as ρMSN. While grain-free opacity is assumed in
the other cases, the grain opacity for protoplanetary disks
from Semenov et al. (2003) is used in the purple-line case.
As described in section 2.1, the disk dissipation
cools the surface of the rocky body, resulting in
heat supply to the atmosphere. This lifts up the
atmosphere, which results in further atmospheric
erosion. This is why the atmospheric erosion is
more significant when the rocky heat capacity is
incorporated.
2.3. Final masses of the H-He atmo-
spheres
In Fig. 2, the final mass of the H-He atmo-
sphere, MH+He, which is divided by the rocky
body’s mass, Mrock, is shown as a function of
Mrock for different values of the disk’s tempera-
ture, Td, and dissipation time, τd. While those
two parameters are focused on in this study be-
cause upper limits of MH+He are of special inter-
est, the sensitivity of MH+He to the initial disk
density, ρ0d, and the atmospheric opacity is briefly
seen below.
First, for a given set of the parameters, MH+He
increases with Mrock in the small-Mrock regime.
Also, it is found that there is a critical value of the
rocky body’s mass,M∗rock, beyond which the atmo-
sphere becomes quite massive eventually. This is
because the atmospheric accretion enters the run-
away state before the disk is depleted significantly.
Thus, the atmospheric growth has two distinctly
different outcomes, depending on Mrock. The at-
mospheric growth beyond the critical point is dis-
cussed in section 3.
The three red lines of different types show the
sensitivity of MH+He to τd. For a given Mrock,
larger τd results in larger MH+He. The sensitivity
is not large; MH+He increases by a factor of less
than 10 for two-order-of-magnitude increase in τd.
Also, M∗rock increases, as τd decreases. This is be-
cause a short lifetime of the disk (i.e., small τd)
allows only massive protoplanets to start runaway
accretion. Difference in τd also makes only a small
change in M∗
rock
and also MH+He at the critical
point (< 0.1Mrock). It is noted that while physi-
cally small, the sensitivities of MH+He may suffice
to validate observationally inferred masses of the
atmospheres, as discussed in section 3.
The results for different three disk tempera-
tures are shown by the solid green (Td = 940 K),
red (Td = 550 K), and blue (Td = 200 K) with
τd = 100 kyr in Fig. 2. It is found that Td
has a significant impact on MH+He and M
∗
rock.
Qualitatively, high Td results in small MH+He
and, therefore, large M∗rock. This is basically be-
cause atmospheres made from warmer gas (more
exactly, higher-entropy gas) are gravitationally
less bound. However, the impact of the outer
boundary conditions on the atmospheric mass is
known to be negligibly small in the case of massive
atmospheres embedded in cool disks like proto-
envelopes of gas giants. This is because most of
the atmospheric mass is concentrated in the deep
region of the atmosphere whose structure is insen-
sitive to the outer boundary conditions (Mizuno
1980; Stevenson 1982; Wuchterl 1993; Ikoma et al.
2001). In contrast, in the case of low-mass atmo-
spheres embedded in warm disks which are ap-
propriate to SEs with short orbital periods, our
results in Fig. 2 reveal that the impact is signifi-
cantly large.
The initial disk density, ρ0d, has only a small im-
pact on MH+He and M
∗
rock
. For example, shown
by the yellow line is the result for the case of ρ0d
being 10 times larger than that used for the red
solid line. Since high density corresponds to low
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entropy, the atmosphere embedded in denser disks
tends to be more massive for the same reason de-
scribed above. However, it is realized that the at-
mosphere before being eroded is massive enough
that the structure in its deep part is insensitive to
disk properties.
Finally, the values of MH+He and M
∗
rock
that
we have derived are upper and lower limits, re-
spectively, for a given set of Td and τd in the sense
that no grain opacity and no additional energy in-
put are assumed. In the case represented by the
purple line, the effect of grain opacity is evalu-
ated. To do so, we have adopted Semenov et al.
(2003)’s protoplanetary-disk grain-opacity model.
This would be an extreme case of large opacity,
namely, a lower limit to MH+He because large
opacity slows down contraction of the atmosphere
(Ikoma et al. 2000). Thus, the actual solutions are
in between the lines of grain-free (red solid line)
and grain-rich (purple line) atmospheres.
3. APPLICATION TO KEPLER-11 SUPER-
EARTHS
3.1. Comparison with atmospheric masses
inferred by modeling
The super-Earths orbiting Kepler-11 are thought
to have relatively thick H-He atmospheres, as de-
scribed in Introduction. In this section, we ap-
ply our theory to the planets and, thereby, get
some implications for their composition and ori-
gin. Specifically, we compare the atmospheric
masses derived from modeling with those which
we have calculated in this study.
The comparison is made in Fig. 3: The
x-axis is the planetary total mass, Mp (i.e.,
Mrock +MH+He); the y-axis is the percentage of
MH+He relative to Mp. The black crosses repre-
sent MH+He derived by the structure modeling of
the planets, which account for the observed masses
and radii. The data were kindly provided by E.
Lopez who calculated them using a modified ver-
sion of the modeling method from Lissauer et al.
(2011); the effect of the rocky heat capacity hav-
ing been incorporated in the thermal evolution,
which yielded a slight decrease in MH+He (Lopez,
personal communication).
The curves show the results of our calculations
in this study for four different cases. The temper-
atures 940 K and 550 K correspond to those at
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Fig. 3.— Application to the Kepler-11 planets. The
black crosses represent the estimated atmospheric masses
of Kepler-11b to 11f, the data of which were provided by
E. Lopez (personal communication). The red, green, and
blue lines are for Td = 940 K, 550 K, and 200 K, respec-
tively. The solid and dashed lines are for τd = 1 Myr and
10 kyr, respectively. We have drawn the extrapolated lines
beyond the critical points represented by filled squares, as-
suming that H-He gas accumulates on the rocky body with
the critical mass. The points on the extrapolation lines are
the results of simulations where the atmospheric accretion
is limited by supply of gas from the disk that evolves via
viscous diffusion; α-viscosity is adopted and the values of α
are 1× 10−4 for τd = 1 Myr and 1× 10
−2 for τd = 10 kyr.
Kepler-11b’s and 11f’s semimajor axes (a = 0.088
and 0.25AU), respectively, in an optically-thin
disk (Hayashi 1981). Points indicated by filled
squares are the critical points (see section 2.3).
Beyond the critical points, we have also drawn
extrapolated lines (hereafter called super-critical
lines) by assuming that H-He atmospheres accrete
on the non-growing rocky bodies with the criti-
cal masses; mathematically, the super-critical lines
are expressed by y = (1−M∗
rock
/x)×100%, where
x = Mrock + MH+He and y = MH+He/(Mrock +
MH+He). To check the validity of the super-critical
lines, we have simulated the super-critical (i.e.,
runaway) accretion whose rate is not higher than
supply limit of the disk gas due to viscous dif-
fusion, 3πΣdνd, where Σd and νd are the surface
density and viscosity of the disk gas, respectively.
We have adopted the α-prescription for the disk
viscosity; τd = 10 kyr and 1 Myr correspond to
α ≃ 10−2 and 10−4, respectively. It is shown that
the numerical solutions are certainly on the super-
critical lines. In the case of Td = 550 K and τd =
10 kyr, for example, Mrock = 13.0M⊕ at the point
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on the super-critical line, which is close to M∗rock
= 12.9 M⊕; nevertheless, MH+He/Mp is larger by
a factor of ∼5. This demonstrates that a slight
difference in Mrock aroundM
∗
rock
results in a large
difference in MH+He.
Recent N -body simulations of the forma-
tion of hot SEs (Terquem & Papaloizou 2007;
Ogihara & Ida 2009) suggest that disk dissipa-
tion often causes collisions between embryos of
SEs. The major accretion of atmospheres occurs
after the collisions. In the late stages of disk
evolution, photo-evaporation separates the inner
disk from the outer disk; then, the inner disk dis-
sipates on a timescale of as short as 104 years
(Gorti et al. 2009). The dashed lines in Fig. 3
correspond to the cases of τd = 1× 10
4 yr. Com-
paring the lines with the crosses, one finds that the
values ofMH+He inferred from modeling are much
larger than those derived in this study, except for
Kepler-11b and 11c. Furthermore, because the at-
mospheres are assumed to contain no grains, the
derived atmospheric masses are maximal. Thus,
the predicted atmospheres of the Kepler-11 plan-
ets are not accounted for by the in-situ accretion
in such a quickly dissipating disk.
Slower disk dissipation may be preferable in this
respect. The green solid line shows the case of τd
= 1 Myr and Td = 550 K. While the corresponding
line for Td = 940 K is not drawn, the difference be-
tween the solid and dashed lines is similar to that
for Td = 550 K. In this case, as far as Kepler-11b to
11e are concerned, the values of MH+He inferred
from modeling seem to be consistent with those
derived in this study. Kepler-11f lies above the
line; only the high-mass end is close to the line.
Furthermore, a cooler disk would be compatible
with the MH+He inferred for all the planets. As
a reference, we show the result for Td = 200 K
by a blue solid line. However, it would be worth
noting that Kepler-11d and 11e are near the crit-
ical points in the super-critical regime. As seen
above, such cases are rare, because slightly large
cores result in much more massive MH+He.
3.2. Mass Loss
Before concluding this study, we discuss the loss
of the atmospheres. The Kepler-11 planets are
orbiting relatively close to their host star which
is a G dwarf aged 8 ± 2 Gyr. Since the star is
old, the current irradiation level of X-ray and EUV
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Fig. 4.— The mass of atmospheric gas that a planet loses
for 10 Gyr (solid lines). The numbers attached to lines in-
dicate the estimated values. The mass loss is assumed to
occur via the energy-limited hydrodynamic escape driven
by XUV from a G dwarf like Kepler-11. Stellar-XUV data
have been taken from Ribas et al. (2005). Measured semi-
major axes and bulk densities of Kepler-11b, 11c, 11d, 11e,
and 11f (Lissauer et al. 2011) are shown by blue crosses.
The numbers in parentheses are the likelihood values of
the measured planetary masses.
(XUV) is low. In the past, however, the planets
should have been exposed to intense stellar XUV.
Stellar-XUV irradiation results in loss of planetary
atmospheres.
Here we estimate the mass of the H-He atmo-
sphere that a planet with a given density loses
via the energy-limited hydrodynamic escape (e.g.,
Watson et al. 1981). We integrate the equation
M˙loss =
3ǫFXUV
4Gρ¯Ktide
, (6)
where ǫ is the heating efficiency, FXUV the incident
flux of stellar XUV, ρ¯ the planetary bulk density,
andKtide a correction factor for the Roche-lobe ef-
fect (Erkaev et al. 2007; Lecavelier des Etangs et al.
2004). We adopt ǫ = 0.4 (see Valencia et al. 2010),
the fitting formula of FXUV from Ribas et al.
(2005), and Ktide = 0.92 appropriate for the
Kepler-11 system.
Figure 4 shows the mass that the planet loses
for 10 Gyr as a function of semimajor axis and
planetary bulk density, together with the mea-
sured values of a and ρ¯ for Kepler-11b to 11f.
It is revealed that despite of different distances
to the host star, all the planets have lost simi-
lar amounts of atmospheric gas, which are of the
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order of 0.1 M⊕. Even for Kepler-11b (Mp =
4.3+2.2
−2.0M⊕) and 11f (Mp = 2.3±1.2M⊕) which are
the two lightest planets among them, the amounts
of mass loss correspond to ∼1-10 % of the plane-
tary masses. (Although their early-stage inflated
structure being neglected in this estimate, the re-
sults are similar to those from more detailed sim-
ulations by Lopez et al. [in preparation]). Thus,
the consideration of mass loss does not affect the
implications obtained above for Kepler-11c to 11f.
As for Kepler-11b, the condition becomes more se-
vere.
3.3. Other Possibilities
3.3.1. Degassing
Hydrogen-rich atmospheres may also be formed
on rocky super-Earths via degassing. Plan-
etesimals contain metallic iron, which is oxi-
dized by water to produce hydrogen (Abe et al.
2000). However, detailed calculations show that
the resultant hydrogen-rich atmosphere accounts
for, at most, several percents of the planetary
mass (Elkins-Tanton & Seager 2008; Rogers et al.
2011). This suggests that degassing is insufficient
to explain, at least, the inferred masses of the
atmospheres of Kepler-11d and 11e.
3.3.2. Water-dominated planets
Another possibility is that those planets are
water-dominated ones covered with relatively
thin H-He atmospheres, namely, warm Neptunes,
which would have formed beyond the snow line,
followed by inward migration. The structure and
formation of warm Neptunes were recently dis-
cussed by Rogers et al. (2011). Looking at results
of their modeling, one finds out that the atmo-
sphere constituting < 1 % of the planetary mass
is compatible with the observed radii of Kepler-
11d and 11e. Such atmospheres are stable for the
current level of stellar XUV, as mentioned above
(see also Rogers et al. 2011). However, the origin
is yet to be explored. Also, the resultant masses
and radii of the planets formed in the simulations
by Rogers et al. (2011) do not match those of the
Kepler-11 planets, although they do not have a
special focus on Kepler-11 in the paper. Since
migration requires the persistence of the disk gas,
further gas accretion should occur after arriving
near the host star. Hence the origin of such atmo-
spheres is also a challenging issue.
4. CONCLUSION
Motivated by recent discoveries of low-density
super-Earths (SEs) with short orbital periods,
we have investigated the in-situ accretion of H-
He atmospheres on short-period SEs. Specifi-
cally, we have simulated the quasi-static evolu-
tion of the H-He atmospheres embedded in dis-
sipating, warm disks and, thereby, derived the
atmospheric masses at the time when disk gas
has disappeared. We have also applied our the-
ory to recently-detected short-period SEs orbiting
Kepler-11, and examined the possibility that the
planets are rocky ones with relatively thick H-He
atmospheres. The application demonstrates that
the in-situ formation of relatively thick H-He at-
mospheres inferred by structure modeling is pos-
sible only under restricted conditions; namely, rel-
atively slow disk dissipation and/or cool environ-
ments.
Through the application of our theory to de-
tected low-density SEs, we have gotten some im-
portant suggestions for future improvement in the
theory of the formation of H-He atmospheres of
low-mass planets: (1) Atmospheric erosion occurs
during disk dissipation. This suggests that not
only when but also how protoplanetary disks dis-
sipate are crucial factors for determining the at-
mospheric mass. (2) The thermal contribution of
the rocky body to the atmospheric evolution has
a significant impact on the atmospheric erosion.
Thus, it is important to investigate in more de-
tail the thermal evolution of the rocky body that
concurrently occurs with the accretion of the sur-
rounding atmosphere. (3) In relatively hot en-
vironments considered in this study, the atmo-
spheric mass is rather sensitive to disk tempera-
ture, which means that the late-stage thermal evo-
lution of disks should be also taken into account
in simulating the formation of H-He atmospheres
of disk origin.
Degeneracy in composition between rocky plan-
ets with thick hydrogen-rich atmospheres and wa-
ter planets is a critical issue in planet formation
theories. Findings from this study are applicable
to any short-period super-Earths and would be
helpful for removing the degeneracy. As demon-
strated in this paper, the atmospheric mass in-
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ferred by structure modeling with observed mass
and radius can be evaluated by comparison with
that derived from the accretion theory. Also, low-
density SEs provide important clues to under-
standing of planetary accretion and disk evolution.
Planetary candidates observed by Kepler contain
about thousand SE-size objects (Borucki et al.
2011). We expect that follow-up observations will
identify them and determine their masses, which
will lead to better understanding of the origins of
low-mass planets.
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